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that country keeping his flocks and herds. Occasionally we
half of the distance from Ur to Palestine One wonders get glimpses of the active civilization of an area of city
why he stopped at this particular town of Haran. life and corruption down in the Jordan Valley. This is quite

It becomes realistic to us when we learn that TJr was the different from the situation in Palestine today, when the
great city of the cult of the moon god, and that the other greater part of the settlements are in the hill country and
city which ranked along with IJr as a great center for the the Jordan Valley is comparatively uninhabited. However,
worship of this particular deity was Harran.12 It is easy to archaeology has shown us that the Jordan Valley was heavily
see that this would mean many points in common in populated in the time of Abraham, while the hill country
the general culture and civilization of the two cities and was a more sparsely populated region in which nomads
probably also an interchange of population. with flocks and herds could move north and south at will.
The writer was brought up in Calumet, Michigan, in a After the progress of Abraham from the highly developed

copper mining district. Once he made a trip to Butte, city land of Mesopotamia to the more rural area of Palestine,
Montana, center of another of the three leading copper the next great region that is mentioned in the account is
mining districts of the United States. He was much in- Egypt, in which he sojourned during a famine. This be
terested there to note the great similarity in the type of comes more realistic to us as we find remains of ancient
people in the two places; in fact, he felt more at home than life in the Nile Valley showing a prosperity and an outward
at any place in the journey of over fifteen hundred miles civilization far beyond that of Palestine. A picture in the
between the two towns. An older companion stated that tomb of a noble from that early period shows that nomads
he could open the phone book in Butte and running through from Palestine occasionally went down to sojourn there
it could pick out the names of dozens of persons whom and inscriptions mention the great fertility of Egypt as con
he had formerly known in Calumet. There would be far trasted with the comparative barrenness of the regions from
more interchange of population and far more similarity be- which the nomads came. The Biblical picture of Egypt
tween these two towns than between either one of them as the land of plenty to which people readily turned in
and any other city equally remote. time of famine in Palestine, finds vivid illustration in the

it becomes easy then to imagine Terah when he reached remains from ancient Egypt.
the city of Haran and thought of the "wild west" which The beginning of the book of Exodus gives a picture of
seemed to lie beyond, feeling almost as if he were at home an Egypt characterized by autocratic power and ruthless
again, perhaps meeting some of his old friends, and saying might. It shows a nation oppressing the foreigners who
to his son, "This is as far as I am going to go. I am going had come down to sojourn and treating them with great
to stay right here." cruelty. This picture also is illustrated and generally cor

After the death of Terah, Genesis tells us that Abraham roborated by the remains of ancient Egyptian civilization.
went on into the land of Canaan. We find him described We find that among the Egyptians there was great na
as traveling up and down through the hilly backbone of tional pride and an attitude of looking down on the peopleof other countries as inferior. In fact, the Egyptian symboli2The Akkadian writing has two "r's." Hebrew writing has not preserved the

double "r," but it is kept in the New Testament reference in Greek in Acts for a foreigner, which is used as a distinguishing sign even7:2,4. W. F. Aibright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, (Baltils)Ore 1946),
p. 200.
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